IPWEAQ have been on the road visiting regional councils and talking about our technical solutions.

Our Director, Information & Resources, Mark Lamont visited a number of regional councils in central and northern Queensland to share the latest developments on iMPACT (integrated management portal for the assessment of cultural heritage and native title) and updates to ADAC (Asset Design as Constructed).

iMPACT is a new online portal and record keeping tool developed for councils and utilities to address compliance issues around native title and cultural heritage for infrastructure providers.

iMPACT has been developed to allow an inexperienced user to navigate the complexities of the legislation: national (native title) and state (cultural heritage) in a logical and methodical process. The portal brings together resources from government and non-government bodies to enable council and other providers to arrive at informed decisions regarding their obligations for complying with the relevant legislation. Issues that previously may have been deemed too difficult to conduct in-house and incurred legal costs, can be effectively dealt with via the portal. The tool also creates a detailed document of each assessment to provide a detailed and robust record in support of decisions made.

If you would like to receive a presentation on ADAC or iMPACT, please contact Craig Moss or Mark Lamont.